High-rate injection is associated with the increase in U.S. mid-continent seismicity
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An unprecedented increase in earthquakes in the U.S. mid-continent began in 2009. Many of these earthquakes have been documented as induced by wastewater injection. We examine the relationship between wastewater injection and U.S. mid-continent seismicity using a newly assembled injection well database for the central and eastern United States. We find that the entire increase in earthquake rate is associated with fluid injection wells. High-rate injection wells (>300,000 barrels per month) are much more likely to be associated with earthquakes than lower-rate wells. At the scale of our study, a well’s cumulative injected volume, monthly wellhead pressure, depth, and proximity to crystalline basement do not strongly correlate with earthquake association. Managing injection rates may be a useful tool to minimize the likelihood of induced earthquakes.

The injection of fluids into the subsurface has been known to cause earthquakes since the mid-1960s (1–3). However, few additional cases of earthquakes induced by wastewater injection have been documented until 2009 (4). The hazard from these earthquakes was considered small because they were infrequent and not expected to be large (largest observed prior to 2011 was the M 4.9 Rocky Mountain Arsenal earthquake in 1967) (4–6). The central and eastern United States (CEUS) has seen an unprecedented increase in earthquake rate since 2009, and many of these earthquakes are believed to be induced (7). Along with the increased rate, several damaging earthquakes have occurred such as the 2011 magnitude (M) 5.6 Prague, Oklahoma, earthquake (8, 9), the 2011 M 5.3 Trinidad, Colorado, earthquake (10), the 2012 M 4.8 Timpson, Texas, earthquake (11), and the 2011 M 4.7 Guy, Arkansas, earthquake (12). The increased earthquake rate and occurrence of multiple damaging earthquakes has prompted the scientific community to refocus efforts to understand the hazard posed by injection-induced earthquakes (13).

The sudden appearance of several large, potentially induced earthquakes led to many site-specific case studies (4). These case studies examined the operation of injection wells in close proximity to the earthquakes, showing a link between the timing and location of injection and seismicity (12, 14–18). Though useful to understand the individual systems in which these earthquakes occurred, broader-scale studies are needed to understand the phenomenon as a whole. One previous study examined earthquakes in Texas’s Barnett Shale region and found that earthquakes are commonly located near wells injecting more than 150,000 barrels per month (19). However, to fully understand the possibility of induced seismicity associated with a given injection well, we must analyze a range of geologic, hydrogeologic, and operational differences between injection wells that are potentially associated with earthquakes and those that are not.

We examined the location and timing of earthquakes and their relationship to the location and operation of injection wells across the CEUS (Fig. 1). We compiled a database from publicly available sources that documents the location and operational parameters of underground injection control class II injection wells in the CEUS (Fig. 1 and table S1). Class II injection wells inject fluids associated with oil and gas production and are distinct from hydraulically fractured production wells (20). The database contained 187,570 wells as of December 2014, with 56% actively injecting fluid (Fig. 1) and the remaining 44% being inactive or abandoned. About 75% of the active class II injection wells operated for the purposes of enhanced oil recovery (EOR), whereas nearly all of the remaining wells were designated as salt water disposal (SWD) wells (fig. S1). EOR wells inject fluid into depleted oil reservoirs to increase oil production. SWD wells inject to dispose of waste fluids produced by oil and gas production, which would otherwise be hazardous to surface waters or underground sources of drinking water. Injection wells are geographically clustered in the basins and regions of major oil and gas operations. Texas, Oklahoma, Kansas, and Wyoming contain ~85% of all class II injection wells in the CEUS. The spatial density of active SWD wells is highest (≥5 wells per 5 km2) in the Fort Worth Basin of north-central Texas and the Mississippi Lime Play extending from north-central Oklahoma northward into central Kansas. The spatial density of active EOR wells is highest (≥5 wells per 5 km2) in the Permian Basin of West Texas, the Fort Worth Basin, south-central Oklahoma, and southeastern Kansas (fig. S1).

We obtained earthquake location and magnitude data from the Advanced National Seismic System’s comprehensive earthquake catalog (ANSS ComCat) (22). During the study period (1973 to 2014), we identified 7175 M ≥ 0.0 events in the catalog in the CEUS region (Fig. 2). Although the catalog is not complete down to M 0.0 during the study period, we treated all earthquakes as potentially induced events to capture the most comprehensive data set of associated earthquakes and injection wells. We used a magnitude of completeness of 3.0 when comparing associated versus nonassociated earthquakes through time (7).

We used spatial and temporal filtering methods to discriminate injection wells that may be associated with earthquakes from those that are probably not. We considered any earthquake within 15 km of an active injection well to be associated with that well. This distance of association is based upon the sum of a 5-km radius within which earthquakes are traditionally considered as potentially induced (22) and a 10-km estimate of the spatial uncertainty in earthquake epicenter location in the CEUS (23). We designed the temporal filter to include only injection wells active at the time of the spatially associated earthquake. Both filters could be considered conservative, because induced seismicity has been found tens of kilometers from injection wells (24) and also after a well is shut-in (25) owing to the injection prior to the well becoming inactive (4, 5). To analyze the sensitivity of our results to these filtering parameters, we also tested our analysis using spatial association distances of 5 and 10 km. This first-order analysis attempts to understand which basic well properties affect the likelihood of earthquake association.

We find 18,757 injection wells (~10% of all wells) associated with earthquakes in the CEUS after filtering, mostly in the states of Oklahoma and Texas (Fig. 1). The number of associated injection wells has tripled since the year 2000 (fig. S2). The spatiotemporal filter identifies every case of induced seismicity from class II injection wells documented in the literature for the CEUS region (table S2). We identify far more injection wells that are potentially related to earthquakes than those indicated by published cases. Of the wells that are associated with earthquakes, 66% are EOR wells. However, active SWD wells are more than 1.5 times as likely as active EOR wells to be associated with an earthquake, which accounts for their respective well totals (Fig. 1). The finding that SWD wells are preferentially associated with earthquakes likely resides with difference in well operation. SWD injection causes a net-positive reservoir pressure change, whereas EOR injection and extraction...
wells are typically operated in tandem with injection rates managed carefully to balance reservoir pressures (7).

Over the past four decades, more than 60% of all CEUS seismicity (M ≥ 3.0) is associated with injection wells using our filtering criteria (Figs. 2 and 3). Varying the spatial distance of association by several kilometers only changes this percentage by ±5% (fig. S5). Before the year 2000, an average of ~20% of all CEUS seismicity was associated with injection wells. The yearly percentage of associated earthquakes has risen sharply to ~87% from 2011 to 2014 (Fig. 3 and fig. S4). The percentage increase of associated earthquakes, combined with the rising CEUS earthquake rate, implies that recent seismicity in the CEUS is preferentially occurring near injection wells. The number of nonassociated earthquakes during the same period has also remained stable (Fig. 3). This increase in associated earthquake rate does not correspond to an increase in the rate of wells completed; the well completion rate has remained constant over this period (fig. S5) (26). A portion of the increase in associated earthquakes may be due to increasing spatial coverage of wells, but we suggest that this effect is minimal, considering that the relative increase in spatial coverage was much more rapid between 1960 and 1980 than in recent years (fig. S5). Wells in central and north-central Oklahoma are the main contributors to the dramatic increase in associated seismicity. New production methods in these regions are generating large volumes of produced water, which are injected at high rates (fig. S6, A and B) (27). Regions such as west Texas, southern Colorado, central Arkansas, and southern Illinois also show concentrations of seismicity associated with injection wells (Fig. 2). However, several regions with large numbers of injection wells appear to be aseismic during the study period, including the Williston Basin of North Dakota (28), the Michigan Basin, and extensive areas of the Texas and Louisiana Gulf Coast (Figs. 1 and 2).

Several operational parameters are hypothesized to influence the likelihood of an induced seismic event: injection rate (29, 34), cumulative injected volume (29, 30), wellhead injection pressure (31), and injection in proximity to crystalline basement (38, 32). Four states—Oklahoma, Arkansas, Colorado, and New Mexico—with both natural and induced earthquakes all have more than 15 years of injection data that include readily accessible information on monthly injection rate and pressure for a large proportion of operational wells. Using these data, we explore injection operational parameter control on the likelihood that SWD and EOR wells will be associated with earthquakes.

The maximum monthly injection rate of wells across these four states varies by several orders of magnitude, ranging from 100 barrels (~15.9 m³) per month (bbl/month) up to 2 million bbl/month (~318,000 m³) (Fig. 4A) (30). The average SWD well operates at a mean monthly rate of ~13,000 bbl/month. For each histogram bin in Fig. 4, A and B, we calculate the percentage of wells associated with earthquakes. The likelihood that an SWD well is associated with earthquakes increases as the maximum injection rate increases (Fig. 4C). To discern whether the association is random, we estimated upper (95%) and lower (5%) confidence bounds using a bootstrapped resampling method with 10,000 resamples (Fig. 4C) (34, 35). Wells operating at maximum injection rates greater than 300,000 bbl/month fall outside the bootstrap resampling confidence bounds, suggesting a greater-than-expected likelihood of association with an earthquake at a statistical significance near 99%. This is contrasted with wells operating at maximum injection rates less than 100,000 bbl/month, which mostly fall within the bounds of random association. We confirmed this result using spatial distances of association of 5 and 10 km (Fig. S7), as well as restricting our well associations to earthquakes greater than M = 3.0 (Fig. S8). Of the 413 wells operating at injection rates greater than 300,000 bbl/month, 253 (61%) are spatiotemporally associated compared with only 40% of wells operating at injection rates less than 10,000 bbl/month. Additionally, 34 (76%) of the 45 highest-rate SWD wells (injecting more than a million barrels per month) are associated with an earthquake. When SWD operations are examined state by state, the overall percentage associated varies, but the trend of increased earthquake association at higher rates is generally preserved (fig. S9A). Fewer data are available for EOR wells, but we do not observe a clear trend of increasing earthquake association with increasing injection rate for EOR wells (fig. S10A). Without considering geologic or hydrogeologic setting, the highest-rate SWD wells are nearly twice as likely to be near an earthquake as are low-rate SWD wells.

We next examine whether cumulative injected volume affects the likelihood of well association with earthquakes. For the four states examined during the period from 1973 to 2014, cumulative injected volume ranged from 1000 bbl to nearly 100 million bbl (Fig. 4B). Many large cumulative volume wells inject at moderate rates for decades, providing a contrasting data set from maximum injection rate. We do not observe a strong trend of increasing SWD well association as a function of increasing cumulative injected volume (Fig. 4D). The difference between the association rate of wells that have injected more than 1,000,000 bbl cumulatively (40%) and those which

Fig. 1. Active and associated class II injection wells in the CEUS. (A) Map showing the location of active class II injection wells in the CEUS. Active injection wells from the database are shown as blue circles. Spatiotemporally associated injection wells, defined as those within a 15-km radius and active at the time of an earthquake, are shown as yellow circles. The CEUS region comprises all states intersected by 109°W longitude and eastward. The total number of wells, including inactive or abandoned wells in the CEUS, is 188,570. Of the 18,757 associated injection wells, >77% are currently active. (B) The inset pie diagram shows spatiotemporally associated injection wells by state. Only 8% of all injection wells are located in Oklahoma, but 40% of the associated injection wells in the CEUS are located in Oklahoma.
have injected less than 10,000 bbl cumulatively (38%) is not statistically significant, as determined by a bootstrap resampling method (35). The percentage of wells associated with earthquakes at high cumulative injected volumes can be mostly explained by random variation given the total number of associated and nonassociated wells. EOR wells exhibit a trend of earthquake association similar to that of SWD wells as a function of cumulative injected volume (fig. S10B).

If we instead calculate cumulative injected volume not for individual wells, but for all wells within 15 km of an associated earthquake, we observe a log-normal distribution of volumes without a clear threshold of increased earthquake association (fig. S11). We do not observe cumulative injected volume as strongly affecting the likelihood of an injection well’s association with an earthquake.

The majority of class II injection wells operate at monthly wellhead injection pressures less than 500 pounds per square inch (psi). Reported wellhead pressures for both SWD and EOR wells ranged from 0 to 3000 psi (fig. S12, A and B). In the same four states studied, the proportion of SWD and EOR wells associated with earthquakes show no strong correlation toward increased monthly wellhead pressures (figs. S12 and S13).

However, reported monthly wellhead pressure may not always be reliable because many wells report constant wellhead pressures despite changing injection rates. Wellhead injection pressure data may not reflect the pore-pressure conditions in the injection formation due to friction in the wellbore and other factors. In addition, wells reporting zero wellhead pressure still create bottomhole pressure from the hydrostatic fluid column in the well that could be large enough induce an earthquake. There are several hundred wells with zero wellhead pressures that are associated with earthquakes (fig. S12, A and B). This is consistent with field observations of earthquakes induced by wells with zero wellhead pressure (10, 36). We do not consider the reported maximum wellhead pressure to be a controlling factor on injection well and earthquake association. This finding, together with the indication that SWD wells are preferentially associated with earthquakes, underscores the need to collect reservoir pressure data. Ideally, preinjection reservoir pore pressure and bottomhole formation pressure measurements during injection would prove more useful in determining whether a link exists between injection pressure and earthquakes.

Injection depth and proximity to crystalline basement have been hypothesized to affect the likelihood that wells are associated with earthquakes (32). Comparison of injection depths for most states in the CEUS, excluding Mississippi, Indiana, West Virginia, and Alabama, is possible, as these data are more readily available than injection rates and pressures (table S1). Class II injection wells are permitted over a wide range of injection depths from 300 to 4000 m (fig. S14). The majority of both SWD and EOR wells inject between 300 and 1500 m (fig. S14, B and E).

Wells associated with earthquakes also inject over a similarly wide range of injection depths (fig. S14, A and D). We find no clear evidence that increasing injection depth increases the likelihood that a well will be associated with seismicity; the proportion of both SWD and EOR wells associated with earthquakes does not increase with increasing injection depth (fig. S14, C and F).

However, comparison of injection depths neglects the large variations in sediment thickness across the CEUS.

Using a map of sediment thickness across the CEUS (37), we estimate injection proximity to basement for all wells by subtracting injection well depth from the sediment thickness at the closest sediment thickness data point. The majority of class II injection wells operate at monthly wellhead injection pressures less than 500 pounds per square inch (psi). Reported wellhead pressures for both SWD and EOR wells ranged from 0 to 3000 psi (figs. S12 and S13).

The proportion of SWD and EOR wells associated with earthquakes show no strong correlation toward increased monthly wellhead pressures. However, reported monthly wellhead pressure may not always be reliable because many wells report constant wellhead pressures despite changing injection rates. Wellhead injection pressure data may not reflect the pore-pressure conditions in the injection formation due to friction in the wellbore and other factors. In addition, wells reporting zero wellhead pressure still create bottomhole pressure from the hydrostatic fluid column in the well that could be large enough induce an earthquake. There are several hundred wells with zero wellhead pressures that are associated with earthquakes (figs. S12 and S13). The proportion of SWD and EOR wells associated with earthquakes show no strong correlation toward increased monthly wellhead pressures (figs. S12 and S13). However, reported monthly wellhead pressure may not always be reliable because many wells report constant wellhead pressures despite changing injection rates. Wellhead injection pressure data may not reflect the pore-pressure conditions in the injection formation due to friction in the wellbore and other factors. In addition, wells reporting zero wellhead pressure still create bottomhole pressure from the hydrostatic fluid column in the well that could be large enough induce an earthquake. There are several hundred wells with zero wellhead pressures that are associated with earthquakes (figs. S12 and S13). This is consistent with field observations of earthquakes induced by wells with zero wellhead pressure (10, 36). We do not consider the reported maximum wellhead pressure to be a controlling factor on injection well and earthquake association. This finding, together with the indication that SWD wells are preferentially associated with earthquakes, underscores the need to collect reservoir pressure data. Ideally, preinjection reservoir pore pressure and bottomhole formation pressure measurements during injection would prove more useful in determining whether a link exists between injection pressure and earthquakes.

Injection depth and proximity to crystalline basement have been hypothesized to affect the likelihood that wells are associated with earthquakes (32). Comparison of injection depths for most states in the CEUS, excluding Mississippi, Indiana, West Virginia, and Alabama, is possible, as these data are more readily available than injection rates and pressures (table S1). Class II injection wells are permitted over a wide range of injection depths from 300 to 4000 m (fig. S14). The majority of both SWD and EOR wells inject between 300 and 1500 m (fig. S14, B and E).

Wells associated with earthquakes also inject over a similarly wide range of injection depths (fig. S14, A and D). We find no clear evidence that increasing injection depth increases the likelihood that a well will be associated with seismicity; the proportion of both SWD and EOR wells associated with earthquakes does not increase with increasing injection depth (fig. S14, C and F).

However, comparison of injection depths neglects the large variations in sediment thickness across the CEUS (37), we estimate injection proximity to basement for all wells by subtracting injection well depth from the sediment thickness at the closest sediment thickness data point. The majority of class II injection wells operate at monthly wellhead injection pressures less than 500 pounds per square inch (psi). Reported wellhead pressures for both SWD and EOR wells ranged from 0 to 3000 psi (figs. S12 and S13). The proportion of SWD and EOR wells associated with earthquakes show no strong correlation toward increased monthly wellhead pressures (figs. S12 and S13). However, reported monthly wellhead pressure may not always be reliable because many wells report constant wellhead pressures despite changing injection rates. Wellhead injection pressure data may not reflect the pore-pressure conditions in the injection formation due to friction in the wellbore and other factors. In addition, wells reporting zero wellhead pressure still create bottomhole pressure from the hydrostatic fluid column in the well that could be large enough induce an earthquake. There are several hundred wells with zero wellhead pressures that are associated with earthquakes (figs. S12 and S13). This is consistent with field observations of earthquakes induced by wells with zero wellhead pressure (10, 36). We do not consider the reported maximum wellhead pressure to be a controlling factor on injection well and earthquake association. This finding, together with the indication that SWD wells are preferentially associated with earthquakes, underscores the need to collect reservoir pressure data. Ideally, preinjection reservoir pore pressure and bottomhole formation pressure measurements during injection would prove more useful in determining whether a link exists between injection pressure and earthquakes.

Injection depth and proximity to crystalline basement have been hypothesized to affect the likelihood that wells are associated with earthquakes (32). Comparison of injection depths for most states in the CEUS, excluding Mississippi, Indiana, West Virginia, and Alabama, is possible, as these data are more readily available than injection rates and pressures (table S1). Class II injection wells are permitted over a wide range of injection depths from 300 to 4000 m (fig. S14). The majority of both SWD and EOR wells inject between 300 and 1500 m (fig. S14, B and E).

Wells associated with earthquakes also inject over a similarly wide range of injection depths (fig. S14, A and D). We find no clear evidence that increasing injection depth increases the likelihood that a well will be associated with seismicity; the proportion of both SWD and EOR wells associated with earthquakes does not increase with increasing injection depth (fig. S14, C and F).
highlights the apparent influence of factors other than injection well operation. The San Juan Basin of New Mexico, the Williston Basin of North Dakota, the Michigan Basin, and extensive areas of the Texas and Louisiana Gulf Coast contain thousands of SWD and EOR wells that are not associated with seismicity (Fig. 1). In some of these regions, wells inject at rates similar to those in areas such as central Oklahoma, where large numbers of wells are associated with earthquakes. In the aseismic Michigan Basin, 30 wells operate at maximum injection rates greater than 200,000 bbl/month (Fig. S16). Obviously, other factors in addition to high injection rate must play a role; the regional state of stress, fault size, fault orientation, the presence of fluid pathways between the injection point and faults, as well as other geologic factors must be examined to assess the potential for injection-induced seismicity (4).

Our analysis shows that injection rate is the most important well operational parameter affecting the likelihood of an induced seismic event in regions and basins potentially prone to induced seismicity. High-rate SWD wells are nearly twice as likely as low-rate wells to be near an earthquake. These high-rate wells perturb the ambient reservoir pressure by a larger magnitude and over a larger area than low-rate wells, thus increasing the likelihood that pressure changes will reach an optimally oriented, critically stressed fault. Previous studies have shown that high-rate wells exert greater influence on the extent and magnitude of reservoir and fault pressure perturbation (24). At the scale of our study, no other operational parameter was found to have a strong influence on the likelihood of association with an earthquake. The important distinction between operational parameters such as injection rate and cumulative injected volume shows the effect of the recent rise of new production methods and high-rate SWD wells. Thus, the oil and gas industry and regulatory bodies can use this operational parameter to lower the likelihood of earthquakes associated with injection wells.

![Fig. 4. Well operational parameter analysis. (A) Histogram showing the maximum monthly injection rate of salt water disposal (SWD) wells in Oklahoma, Arkansas, Colorado, and New Mexico. The blue and yellow bars show the number of wells operating at a given maximum monthly injection rate for all SWD wells (blue) and SWD wells spatiotemporally associated with an earthquake (yellow). (B) Histogram showing the cumulative injected volume at all wells in the same states as those in (A). The blue and yellow bars represent the number of wells operating at a given cumulative injected volume for all SWD wells (blue) and spatiotemporally associated SWD wells (yellow). Injection data for Oklahoma were available from 1995 to 2013, for Arkansas from 1999 to 2013, for Colorado from 1999 to 2014, and for New Mexico from 1994 to 2014. (C) and (D) The percentage of all wells that are associated with an earthquake in each histogram bin is plotted as a function of (C) maximum monthly injection rate and (D) cumulative injected volume. The two dashed red lines represent the upper (95%) and lower (5%) confidence bounds in each bin generated by 10,000 bootstrap resamples and following the assumption that the rate of association is random. The shaded gray region of (D) indicates a lack of associated wells at the given volume. These data are also broken down state by state and for EOR wells in figs. S9 and S10.](image-url)
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Long-lived photoinduced polaron formation in conjugated polyelectrolyte-fullerene assemblies
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The efficiency of biological photosynthesis results from the exquisite organization of photoactive elements that promote rapid movement of charge carriers out of a critical recombination range. If synthetic organic photovoltaic materials could mimic this assembly, charge separation and collection could be markedly enhanced. We show that micelle-forming cationic semiconducting polymers can coassemble in water with cationic fullerene derivatives to create photoinduced electron-transfer cascades that lead to exceptionally long-lived polarons. The stability of the polarons depends on the organization of the polymer-fullerene assembly. Properly designed assemblies can produce separated polaronic charges that are stable for days or weeks in aqueous solution.

In biological photosynthetic systems, energy cascade structures promote the spatial separation of photogenerated charges created at the reaction center, preventing their recombination. These energy cascade structures require close proximity of the electron donors and acceptors, on the scale of ~1 nm, and the corresponding electron transfer (ET) processes take only a few picoseconds (1). Similarly, photo-excitation in artificial organic photovoltaic (OPV) cells generates dissociated charges at a donor-acceptor interface on subpicosecond time scales. However, OPVs suffer a large degree of recombination because they rely on phase separation of the conjugated polymer donor and fullerene acceptor into domains on the length scale of 10 to 20 nm to facilitate efficient diffusion and charge transfer (2, 3). The high charge densities present in OPVs, coupled with the low dielectric constant of organic materials, favor carrier recombination before the charges can be extracted through external electrodes. If OPVs could be designed to use ET, it should be possible to greatly improve charge separation and reduce recombination losses (4).

Here we describe how molecular self-assembly can enable dissolved OPV materials (conjugated polymers and fullerenes) in aqueous solution to mimic the ET cascade structures of biological complexes and allow us to “spatially” control photogenerated charges. We demonstrate efficient long-time charge separation following photoexcitation: The ET cascade produces separated polarons that are exceptionally stable for weeks, a lifetime that is unprecedented for OPV materials. Although long polaron lifetimes have been observed in covalently linked donor-acceptor dyads and triads (5) and micellar structures (6), our use of standard organic photovoltaic materials sets this work apart. In addition, our use of self-assembly provides potential future advantages in reproducibility and scalability, both of which are major hurdles for conventional OPVs with kinetically controlled structures (7–9). Finally, the photoinduced charge separation we achieve takes place in water, opening possibilities for the “green” production of artificial photosynthetic devices.

The particular materials used in this study are a combination of a conjugated polyelectrolyte, polyfluorene-alt-thiophene) (PFT) (10), and several regioisomers of the charged fullerene derivatives C_{60}-NN-dimethylpyrrolidinum iodide (C_{60}(PDI)_n), where n is the number of charged pyrrolidinum iodide groups (11) (Fig. 1, A to C). PFT is a water-soluble semiconducting polyelectrolyte whose bis-alkylated sp3-hybridized fluorinyl carbon forms a wedge-shaped monomer that facilitates the assembly of the charged polymer into rod-like micelles (Fig. 1B); details of how this polymer assemblies have been published previously (10). Because of the charged nature of the polymer, the electron acceptor(s) must also carry cationic charges to avoid heterocoagulation. The synthesis of C_{60}(PDI)_n, depending on the reaction conditions, produced multiaquas with n ranging from 2 to 5, including multiple regioisomers for each n. To avoid confusion, we will refer to C_{60}(PDI)_n with n = 3 to 5 as “higher” adducts and fullerenes with n = 2 as “mixed-bis” adducts.

We achieved control over the solution-phase aggregation of these materials by exploiting the different solubility properties of the conjugated polyelectrolyte and charged fullerene derivatives. Mixed-bis adducts show limited solubility (without PFT) in aqueous solution, whereas higher adducts are water soluble at high concentration. This difference suggests that the mixed-bis adducts should coassemble in aqueous solution with PFT, a result we confirmed by cryogenic electron microscopy (cryoEM), small-angle x-ray scattering (SAXS), and luminescence quenching studies. CryoEM images of pure PFT, PFT-mixed-bis adducts, and PFT-high adducts

26. Well completion is the process to ready for injection. This process includes installing tubing used to inject fluid, perforating the portion of the well in the injection zone, and casing the well to ensure no injection fluids leakage.
33. The volume conversion from the oil industry standard of barrels to the metric standard of meters cubed is ~6.29 barrels per meter cubed, assuming a 42-gallon oil barrel.

35. Information on materials and methods is available on Science Online.
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